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any information storage retrieval system without the written permission of the authors
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This workbook is a work of non-fiction. Unless otherwise noted, the authors make
no explicit guarantees as to the accuracy of the information contained in this book.
Because of the dynamic nature of the Internet, any web addresses or links contained
in this book may have changed since publication and may no longer be valid.
The authors of this book do not dispense medical advice or prescribe the use of
any technique as a form of treatment for physical, emotional, or medical problems
without the advice of a physician, either directly or indirectly. The intent of the
authors is only to offer information of a general nature to help you in your quest for
emotional and spiritual well-being. In the event you use any of the information in this
book for yourself, which is your constitutional right, the authors assume no
responsibility for your actions.
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Today is the first day of the rest of your life!

Time has come to merge and align your personal life with your biz life – so you can
live your impossible dream life…

Do you experience that you:
•

Are expanding who you are and seeking clarity of who this new upgraded
version is and how to live in that new reality?

•

Feel stuck and have outgrown your business model so it is out of harmony with
who you are becoming?

•

Are alone on the ´top´ as the leader and have no one you can go to and be all
of yourself - the good, bad and ugly... ?

•

Are playing small and less than your full potential?

•

Have challenges in business development and innovation?

•

Feel discomfort and uneasiness of not being fulfilled and on purpose?

•

Have work/life imbalances where you work too hard?
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Do you want to:
•

Do biz differently – Intuitively, innovatively, consciously, cutting edge, out of
the box, and unique – pure genius?

•

Feel that all aspects of life come together – not separated in work, family,
travel, health, spirituality etc.?

•

Be part of a new generation of legendary, world changing quantum genius
leaders who walk their talk in every part of life?

•

Have a safe space to speak your truth and expand further, with someone who
understands all your ´weirdness´ and multidimensional reality stuff?

•

Stand in your own truth and inner power and dare to share it fully with the
world?

•

Make greater difference in the world?

•

Work less with more ease and make more money?

Easier said than done, right?
Fact is we cannot change what we are not aware of. The Quantum Clarity
Workbook is created as a free tool for you to get more awareness and clarity. It is a
contemplation tool for you to tune in and answer necessary questions to get a clearer
and more whole and specific picture of what is holding you back in biz and life.
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Our Story
A decade ago we consciously and actively started our journey towards living our
dream life. The comments we often get are: "That is impossible" or "You can´t
do that", or "I could not afford to do that". Most people cannot even imagine it
possible to live as we do or live their own dream. They find all types of reasons why it
is impossible.
Therefore, our Mission has become to co-create a new conscious reality,
where we remove the veils so we all can live our lives to its highest potential – a
Meaningful, Holistic and Passionate life – making a difference in the world by being
the unique genius´ we are. A life many would call impossible.
We, Susana & Oliver, have been soul mates and partners since 2001 and
alchemized shadows together through thick and thin. We knew that what triggered us
in the other, was there to point towards what was to be embraced and transformed
within ourselves.
Our attitude is that WE are responsible for how we experience life.
In our relationship we decided to clear the stereotype roles and our programs,
and consciously go for what makes us happy, together. With a focus on ‘having it all’
we have transcended the energetic fences of what is possible and released our inner
genius´.
We have our base in Denmark and travel the world with flow, on short and
long journeys, while clearing and reactivating Stargates and creating new sacred
spaces. We travel through galaxies, universes and timelines. Our multidimensional
reality makes outer circumstances less important as freedom comes from within
and then is manifested externally.
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We do our best to help our 3 children to grow up free, compassionate, happy
and empowered. World schooling them and working from our laptops with what we
love supports that lifestyle.
Everything you read in this workbook comes from our experiences and things
that we have learned over the years. Yes, we are huge nerds as you can see. But we
are also creators who use what we know in our life. Our aim with this book is that you
can come closer to your dream life in your unique way, by getting clarity on where
you are at and what will need to change for you to get to where you want to be.

What does your ‘impossible’ life look like?
May we be at service for its manifestation?

Read more about how at: https://www.silverhoj.com/
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Upshifts
Upshift is defined in Cambridge Dictionary as: “To spend more time working and earning
money, or to get a job that is better paid and more difficult or to change to a higher gear when driving,
to increase power and speed”
That is NOT our definition. We speak of; “working less and earning more money
with a job that is more easy and joyful or to change to a higher gear in life, to increase inner power and
speed with less effort.” Upshifts for us would more be defined as; “Empowering
Transformations through Energetic Shifts”.
In this Quantum Clarity Workbook we will walk you through three steps to
create clarity of where the disharmony and imbalances are in your life so you can
upshift these areas. Or more specifically; have Empowering Transformations in your
life…
Clarity Steps:
1. Willingness
2. Knowledge
3. Contemplation
If you then choose to take the fourth step, which in this case is to co-create your
Tailored Genius Mastery Bootcamp with us, is totally up to you. At least at this point
you can take the first steps…
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1. Willingness

The vital first step in this process is:
A willingness and commitment to do whatever it takes – on all levels – for it
to manifest.

•

You have to be willing to walk your talk.

•

You have to be willing and courageous to look honestly at all your fears, beliefs
and shadows – and then be open to upshift and change what does not serve
you anymore.

•

You have to pledge – yes give a pledge - to your higher self to commit to do
whatever it takes so you can live out your genius.
“I ….. hereby declare”…..

Tune in and find a silent space within you where you can feel your power,
visions and excitement about life. From there, let the words come through you as
powerfully and clearly as you can. Do not filter. You cannot get it wrong. It is your
commitment, your words you will honor. So there is no right or wrong answers or
ways to do it. It has to come from your essence. Not anyone else.

Notice how you feel afterwards in your body. You can feel excitement, peace
and a determination amongst other things. Remember this experience and where you
feel it in your body. You can always go back to that feeling when you doubt or forget
who you are and why you are here. If you cant get into the feeling, focus on the body
or vice versa.
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2. Information and knowledge
The second step is information and knowledge. Awareness comes with new
perspectives. So to be able to answer these questions provided in this workbook more
easily, we give you some background information and ideas of where we are coming
from and heading with all this. This is our point of view, not ‘THE truth’. We guide
you through our Life Intelligence Framework, what it is, why we feel it is important
and so on. As knowledge is a great tool to understand where we are on our journey.
You do not have to agree with all the information. That is beyond the point. If
you feel triggers or reactions of any kind while reading the texts, please take notes of
them for yourself as they are a great pointer for you to dive deeper into. We are not
claiming to have ‘the truth’. We speak our truth that supports us at this time. Truth
changes with our expansion and perspective. The important aspect is to notice our
resistance to some ideas, as resistance and objections is a belief we hold that can
be something holding us back. If you read something and say:
“Naaaaa, that is not my truth, as I believe…..”
If it is without being triggered or getting emotional and you feel all relaxed and
expanded, then it is all good. Go with it.
To go deeper ask yourself: “But, what if it is true, how would my life look like if I believed
that?”
You can choose to explore the new idea if it fits you or not. One way we use it
in our everyday life is that if we believe something is true, and we hear something that
feel better, we choose the words that makes us feel better and toss the old belief.
So to sum it up: You choose what to believe. Our suggestion is to choose
the belief that makes you feel better and more expansive as you are the creator of your
reality.
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3. Contemplation

The third step here in this context is Contemplation. Some of the questions in this
workbook are to write down pure facts and don’t require contemplation. They are
there to paint the whole picture. Some questions are for you to measure on a scale
from 0 to 10, 0 being never/non and 10 always/all (write down the first number that
comes to mind – do not overthink the answer). But many of the questions go much
deeper than facts and need a different approach.
Contemplation is the balance between concentration/reflection (effort) and
meditation (no effort) to bring about an increased awareness and clarity. It is a time
where you sit in silence and tune into the subconscious and allow answers to come to
you, through the stillness. We do not try to come up with answers, we ask the question
and wait for the answers to come into our conscious mind.
Contemplation also allows you to absorb, digest, integrate and embody what is
true for you and how to use this knowledge effectively in your everyday life. It is a way
of examining your life at a conscious level. Therefore it is important not to filter it if
the answer we get is not “good enough”. Stay honest.
The deeper you go into the questions we provide and the more specific you
are, the more you will get out of it. You want to peel the onion and ask yourself these
questions from the most authentic, raw, pure and honest space. Beyond the stories.
From your beingness.
Often we understand something mentally, then we emotionally feel it and
finally we embody it on a physical level - in our DNA - and we live the truth of it.
Consciously creating our new reality.
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Ask and you shall receive
Most of us do not ask enough questions of ourselves – and/or have the patience to
really listen…
Ask, sit with it – let it go – and allow the answers to come….
Always write down the first thing that comes to mind. Do not overthink it.
Your intuition often comes before the ‘thoughts’. You can add more information
after. But follow the breadcrumbs of your initial thought first.
To stay true to yourself, ask a question and then listen for the immediate
answer – sometimes even before you finish the question. This immediate response is
probably your higher self, bypassing the programming of the mind.
At other times you will have to sleep on it or walk with it for days. All is well.
Allow the answers to come to you. Receive the answers instead of creating them.
We often get caught trying to make sense of an answer by continuing with:
“why am I feeling that?”, or “where does it come from?” – and we make up stories – often
external. For instance, “it is because my mother did this or that”, or “it is because in a previous
life…”, or whatever we come up with that makes sense in that moment. But those are
stories – it is not necessarily the truth. Even if it is true, it really doesn’t matter. To say
it bluntly, that is our excuse for holding on to the belief. It is our victim
consciousness speaking. Therefore, when these patterns arise – please take notes. This
is gold for your upshift process! In other words, write down your excuses, the but´s and
because´s, so you can transform them once and for all (which is one of our genius
expertise skills at Quantum Biz Wiz – to transform them into your Quantum Genius
superpowers, but you can of course do it yourself too!). Though you never go as deep
alone!
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Stay honest
It is really important to stay honest with yourself here. No one will judge you, there
are no right or wrong answers. It is about becoming conscious of the subconscious. You are
taking radical responsibility for your Life Creation here. If you are not completely
honest with yourself and diminish some ideas as ‘bad/negative/silly/childish/low
vibe’ you cannot upshift it. Be as accurate and truthful as you can in your answers.
You can think of this as a GPS. First you get a picture of where you are at this
point in your life and of where you want to go Then you put these markers into your
GPS, get into your rocket and take the necessary actions to upshift where you
experience imbalances and disharmony are. If you paint the ‘today’ picture prettier or
more ugly than it is, then you most likely will not know the correct route to take. The
necessary turns to take are filtered by the areas where you do not own your truth. Your
GPS will be off, and you will arrive at the wrong address…
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Life Intelligence

We were born as potential geniuses, but groomed to try to fit into the ‘Matrix’ world.
Until we awaken and take responsibility to live life on our own terms. We cut the
cords to that limited reality and consciously free ourselves from the old paradigm and
co-create a new one. Perhaps it is no wonder then that so many of us feel sick, uneasy
and frustrated when stuck in the Matrix. We are unhappy, stressed, depressed and flee
from life with alcohol, drugs and/or electronics. We probably think that something is
wrong with us until we allow ourselves to see the bigger picture.
Life Intelligence (LI) is our "framework" designed to promote the development
of humanity through an understanding of ourselves, each other, and the planet. It is a
holistic way of balancing and growing in all areas of life, by creating awareness and
using the natural (and artificial) systems we are part of in the form of ten different
intelligences (which will be explained later). The goal of life intelligence is to create a
guidance system that is adapted to the natural process of development rather than a
method of learning. We grew up with a school system designed to support an
industrial economy that valued conformity, compliance, and minimum skill attainment.
Passion and curiosity do not fit into this system – and certainly has no room to speak
of releasing your unique genius and exercising freedom.
Life Intelligence is the ability to experience, see and learn about
life and the guidance systems around and within us - in a conscious and
holistic way.
There are not necessarily right and wrong answers, but a curiosity, playfulness
and awareness about different perceptions of all areas of life, how it is connected, how
we see things from different perspectives and what would be for the highest good.
By approaching learning and growth through Life Intelligence, we open up to
find our own unique potentials and truths, have compassion for others and can
15
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experience the interconnection of everything. Then it is easier to live an empowered,
meaningful and freer life based on our unique Genius blueprint.
Life Intelligence framework is the base system that can be applied to all aspects
of life that supports you in how you can create balance between Body, Mind, Heart &
Soul in relation to Time and Space.

Life Intelligence is the WHOLE flower with petals of:

Emotional
Intelligence

Mind
Intelligence

Nature
Intelligence

MI

NI

EI
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ArtiKicial
Technical
Intelligence
ATI

Heart
Intelligence

Time
Intelligence

HI

TI

Divine
Intelligence

Space
Intelligence

DI

SI

Body
Intelligence

Life
Intelligence

Financial
Intelligence

BI

LI

FI
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Life intelligence (LI) occurs when the whole flower blooms. The ten intelligence petals
in the flower help us to see the world and ourselves from different perspectives.
Happiness and beauty are created by the growing power of the entire bloom. Our job
is to see and experience it - both within ourselves and around us.
When we are aware of all 360 degrees of life, we have an integral-ness or
wholeness in our reality. An integral awareness is not about either/or perspective, but
rather a both/and thinking. There are a lot of paradoxes in life, and we cannot
understand it all with our minds. It is to be aware of all perspectives, at the same time.
We can pick one perspective at a time, depending on the situation, it is about not
getting stuck in that perspective, but to see it from all angles – from there we can
expand our view and reality.
As you move through the ten intelligences over the next few chapters, we
would like to encourage you to feel into how you use each intelligence in your personal
as well as professional life.
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Mind Intelligence
Our Genius can be reactivated with a high vibrational mind intelligence by focusing
on dreams and visions, reprogramming, using strategies, empowered thinking,
knowledge and perspectives.
Mental intelligence and IQ are often defined as "how" in the brain, the logical
and rational part. The limited way of using our brain is a big reason why we are not
living to our full potential. Mind intelligence is a more holistic and balanced way of
using our mind, our mentality, our brain and our thoughts. Instead of saying reality is
what we see and think, we challenge that belief and go into an infinite reality where
everything can be experienced as real - if we believe it. What if what we can see or
think is what we have created as reality? And what if changing our way of seeing and
thinking about something will change this truth? Now life becomes much more fun...
The more we expand our perspectives, the more open, conscious and
balanced we are in body, mind, heart and soul, the more we reactivate our brain and
our DNA. Our brain hemispheres become synchronized and integrated. We use not
only the left or right hemisphere, but both, which together create a synergy effect
greater than the whole.
In order to change our perspective on things and see them from different
angles, we must use our entire mind. A first step to becoming aware can be gaining
new knowledge. We cannot change what we are not aware of. By becoming aware of
the limitations and blind spots that our mind has, we can expand our perspective.
As leaders, we can use our curiosity, openness and reflection on our own perspectives
through questions such as:
"Where did I get that truth about reality from?"
"Why do I believe that?"
"Why do others believe something else?"
18
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It not only opens up our own world and our own deeper truth, but can create more
compassion and sympathy for others' views of the world. We do not need to be right
or wrong. We need peace and it can be created when we have full respect for each
other's view of the world.
When we embrace our Genius, we honor each other's truth and are brave
enough to change our perspective on life.
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“Whole brained”

Left hemisphere thinking is: Generally more sequential, linear, logical, practical,
mathematical, analytical, scientific, objective and time-oriented. This part of the brain
finds it easier to find patterns, create safety, be cautious, and is also where written and
spoken language is stored. It is also often seen as a masculine way of thinking.
Right hemisphere thinking is: More non-linear, intuitive, abstract, big-picture
focused, creative, and space-oriented. This part of the brain is where we experience
spirit, music, imagination, art as well as see meaning and the appreciations of life. It is
also often seen as a feminine way of thinking.
Brain sync: Most people use one hemisphere more than the other, creating an
imbalance. We can become “whole brained” when we start to think holistically
instead of replaying recurrent and habitual patterns that activate the same pathways.
When we synchronize both hemispheres we create something Bruce Lipton calls
“Super Learning.” This hemi-sync leads to us using 100% of our brain and creates
harmony and peace in our body mind.
When your hemispheres are in sync, your mind can become more awakened,
focused, powerful - yet peaceful. By integrating both hemispheres of your brain and
allowing them to work in sync, you can experience an increase in overall mental
health, enhancing cognitive performance, better memory and intellectual functioning.
You can begin to notice a limitless supply of insightful thoughts, with less anger,
anxiety, depression, and/or addiction. You can be happier, more optimistic and feel
more connected with the world. This is also part of the Sacred Union – the masculine
and feminine balance and integration process.
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To Contemplate:
1. What would you say your thoughts are/how would you explain thoughts?
2. How would you describe your relationship with your thoughts? (e.g. love/hate
relationship or something totally different?)
3. How do you become aware you are going into story and away from the facts?
4. How do you use Mind Intelligence in your business?
5. How is that different from how you use it in your personal life?
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Body Intelligence

“Body Intelligence refers to how aware you are of your body (awareness), what you know (knowledge)
and what you actually do for and with your body (engagement).”
- Jim Gavin, Ph.D
Our Genius can be reactivated when we have a high vibrational body intelligence, for
example, focusing on honoring our body with physical activity and eating healthy.
High body intelligence refers to how conscious we are about our body, what we know
and what we actually do for and with our body. It's about learning how to use the
body's innate intelligence. To listen to our wisdom.
The body is a living mirror that reflects your mind, your emotions and your
soul. The body also remembers everything it has experienced and therefore retains
consciousness of the past in the cells, including previous wounds and trauma - hence
called cellular memory. By being aware of body signals, abilities and boundaries, you
help prevent stress and help your body heal by giving it love and respect. When we
honor the body, it is healthy and happy. It's that simple and difficult as that.
When we embrace our Genius, we honor the body and listen to its signals.
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Your Cells and DNA
Scientists have come up with the estimated number of 37.2 trillion cells in a
human body. Cells come in different sizes, and they grow in different densities, but
each cells “job” is to listen and respond. Cells listen to the environment through
molecular antennae embedded in the cellular membrane. They interpret the signals
and relay the corresponding instructions to the DNA. Within each cell center – there
are double helix shaped DNA strands - which responds to the signals from the cell
membrane and activate the necessary machinery within each cell. The molecular
switches in your cells tell the DNA which genes to switch on and off.
DNA is like the captain on a ship. The captain relays on the information from
the lookouts (membrane) and then gives the orders to the machinery workers in the
engine room (cytoplasm) of the cell.
This means that it is not IF our genes are activated that creates the difference
– it is HOW those genes are activated – or expressed. A single gene can be activated
in different ways and to different degrees to do different things. This is what creates
the difference between humans and for instance a house cat, with which we have a
90% genetic similarity, as explained by Gregg Braden in Human by design.
As a salt, DNA is a natural conductor of electricity that is extremely sensitive
to electromagnetic waves. The slightest mood swing, thought, beliefs and general
attitude will generate a subtle electromagnetic current throughout your body and stir
your DNA into response – literally molding our bodies. Everything in your life – food,
people, emotions, environment, thoughts etc. - determines how the DNA is activated
via the cellular membrane. That is why we speak of “reactivation” as it is a rewiring of
the current connections, not new activations.
DNA attracts photons, which spiral along the double helix of your DNA
strands. They weave light around themselves. In other words, light unwinds the low
frequencies. When your DNA start to absorb the attracted photons (light) coming
from the higher frequencies it will trigger your endocrine system to secrete certain
hormones such as pinoline, harmine and melatonin, which increase the brain
functioning and we experience more uplifting emotions and freedom.
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You could say your DNA co-creates your body via your attitude. Attitude
(which has different vibrational frequencies) determines the nature of signals to your
DNA. For instance, if you feel bad about your body, the frequency is lower than if you
feel happy with it. That attitude about your body sends different signals to your DNA
– which in turn sends out different signals to the workers measured in electromagnetic
currents that attracts and absorbs more or less photons.
That means that we can re-envision and recreate our lives – and only our
imagination stand in our way. When we reinforce a thought with an emotion – we
send a stronger signal to our cells, and DNA then responds accordingly.
To summarize the complicated connections in a nerdy way (which is so us):
Our attitude towards the environment affects the signals sent to the cell membrane,
which then send messages to the DNA, which then send out a response to the
cytoplasm and systems. These responses then affect the neurotransmitters and
hormonal systems that then affect our behavior. That means that if we want to start to
behave differently, we need to change our attitude towards life. Our perspective of life
is how we create our reality. And that is the key to live our “impossible” dream life.

To contemplate:

Awareness
6. How grounded do you feel in the body? (On a scale, 0-10)
7. How do you feel and experience the different organs in the body?
8. How would you describe your body and its shape? (overweight, underweight,
curvy, slim, beautiful, perfect, fat, ugly – all the words that comes up – bring
them on).
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Communication
9. How do you communicate with your body and know what it want/need?
10. How often do you feel exhausted, drained and have lack of energy? Scale 0-10
11. What are the common circumstances when you loose energy? (E.g. too much to
do/people/thoughts/work/noise/food/alcohol/sugar/TV/social media etc.?
Or not enough food/water/stimulation/people/to do/)

Food
12. What type of foods do you eat on an average day?
13. How much of the time do you consider yourself eating consciously? (Consciously
here meaning; organic, special diets, present while eating and eat when you
are hungry and so on). Scale 0-10
14. What are your cravings? Why and when do you crave it? Is it for instance a habit,
an emotional reaction, or do you really, really want it? When you are stressed,
bored etc.?

Drinking water
A healthy body has just the right amount of fluid inside and outside each cell, - called
fluid balance. Maintaining your fluid balance is essential to life.
15. How much water do you drink over a ‘normal’ day?

16. What type of water do you drink? (bottled, tap etc?)

Sleep
Sleep is one of the best recharger and healing tools we have. And yet most people do
not get enough sleep or struggle to fall asleep. Melatonin is a crucial hormone
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produced in our pineal gland while we sleep. In a normal night's sleep, our melatonin
levels stay elevated for about 12 hours. When our circadian rhythms are disrupted,
such as from shift work, jet lag or nighttime light exposure, our bodies produce less
melatonin. One of the best ways to increase our melatonin production naturally is to
get exposure to bright sunlight during the day and sleep in complete blackness at
night.
Melatonin helps us:
•

Heal damaged cells as it is a powerful antioxidant

•

Boost our immune system

•

Recover from the day’s activities

•

Recharge our heart and cardiovascular system for the next day

17. How many hours of sleep do you get on an average?
18. How is the quality of your sleep? (Difficult falling asleep, light or heavy sleeper
wake during the night etc.) How do you feel when you wake up?

Sex and lust
Sexuality, sensuality and lust have been so distorted over the years and have almost
become equivalent with porn and abusive behavior. The #metoo says it all in a way,
doesn’t it?
One of the most common reasons why we loose lust and passion is when our bodies
are depleted of energy, our desires leaves quickly.
Orgasms (not to be confused with ejaculation) are life force explosions. It
is our creative force rushing through our veins. If we are not connected to our sexual
powers and desire in a ‘clear and clean’ way, we might struggle with what we manifest
as reality.
26
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20. How often do you feel sexy? (scale 0-10)
21. How do you experience desire for sexual activity? And how often?
22. How is your sex drive now, compared to when it was at its height?
23. What are your feelings/blocks/fears/disconnections around sexuality and what do you
believe are the reasons? (religious, cultural influences, stress, trauma and
abuse, hormonal, relationships etc.)
24. What are the things you would like to upshift in your sex life?

Physical Exercise
We all know exercising is good for us. But is it always? And what drives us when we
exercise? The emotional reasons to your why are a crucial aspect to be aware of. Is it
about feeling good when you have energy, feels healthy and strong? Or is it about the
external – to look good in front of others, to not feel fat or ugly?
25. Why do you want to exercise? (look good, feel good, be healthier, loose weight,
gain weight, get more energy, burn off some energy etc?)
26. What type of exercise do you do and how often?

The Nervous system
Polyvagal theory explains three different parts of our nervous system and their
responses to stressful situations. It all comes down to how safe we feel. Once we
understand those three parts, we can see why and how we react to high amounts of
stress – either connection, fight/flight or disconnection mode. It is like we are
on the top of the stairs when connected and sometimes we fall into fight/flight and
then at the bottom it is disconnection. Sometimes we stay at the bottom for days and
even years if we are traumatized.
•

During non-stressful situations, if we are emotionally healthy, our bodies stay
in a social engagement state, or a happy, curious, relaxed, peaceful and
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aligned state. We call it ‘connection’ as you feel connected to self and others.
It’s also called ventral vagal response, because that’s the part of the brain
activated during connection mode.

•

Flight/Fight - The sympathetic nervous system is our immediate reaction to
stress and affects nearly every organ in the body. The sympathetic nervous
system causes a “fight or flight” state where the heartbeat spikes, we sweat, and
we feel more mobilized. We might feel anxious, afraid, or angry and all our
senses are heightened. In fight or flight mode, at some level we believe we can
still survive whatever threat we (often unconsciously) think is dangerous.

•

When our sympathetic nervous system has kicked into overdrive, and when we
feel we can’t escape and feel impending death the dorsal vagal
parasympathetic nervous system takes control. It causes disconnection,
freezing or shutdown, as a form of self-preservation. Emotionally, it feels
like dissociation, numbness, dizzy, hopelessness, shame, a sense of feeling
trapped, out of body, disconnected from the world. We may feel low or no
pain, our lungs constrict and we breathe shallowly. We may have difficulty
getting words out or feel constriction around our throat.

Our job is to climb the stairs again into a connected state. How can you do that? Even
the awareness of situations when you go into the disconnection or fight/flight can
upshift your responses. If you feel safe within yourself, you feel safe in the world…You
can shake it off like animals do after danger. To get back into your connected state,
dance, move, breathe deeply, find your inner calm and alignment.
27. What is the state you automatically get into when you feel ‘attacked’, triggered,
scared?
28. How much of the time do you rest in your connected mode? Scale 0-10
29. What external situations trigger your flight/flight, disconnection and connection?
28
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Biz
30. How do you use Body Intelligence in your business?
31. How is that different from how you use it in your personal life?
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Emotional Intelligence

“The logic of the emotional mind is associative; it takes elements that symbolize a reality or trigger a
memory of it, to be the same as that reality. If the emotional mind follows this logic, things need not
necessarily be defined by their objective identity; what matters is how they are perceived.”
- Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence

Our Genius can be reactivated with a high emotional intelligence. A high vibrational
emotional intelligence is to be in contact with your own emotions, to know what you
feel and when you feel it. When we have developed our emotional intelligence we
become more conscious and confident, which helps us have great relationships.
Emotions act as personal guides when we become aware of them and actually
listen to what they have to say. They are not speaking “universal truth” about how
things are, but they guide us to show us our subconscious beliefs. Most people are not
aware that emotions often are based on past experiences.
Emotions are not neutral; they are compasses that show us what shades of
ourselves we need to embrace. The shift in our awakening happens when we honor
our emotions as the guides they are instead of insisting they define how reality is.
These emotions come from our past, our stories, and we need to honor them. But we
don’t have to be ruled by them. Taking back our power comes from embracing and
respecting our emotions for the guides they are.
We don’t feel seen, accepted or loved for who we are, because we are not
connected with who we really are. We tend to want to feel happy – all the time. But
happiness is not a permanent state. Emotions come and go. All emotions are good they are there to guide us. It is our resistance to certain emotions that makes them
feel bad.
Anger and rage, for example, often occur because we suppress our passion, we
then feel powerless and do not live the life we dreamed of. When we take small steps
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not only in our power, but we stop projecting our anger on the outside world. We can
let others live their lives, because we live ours.
Being emotionally in balance does not mean that we never experience ups and
downs. On the contrary, it is part of the life cycle. It is the resistance to these changes,
which creates pain and suffering. When we experience things that we define as
negative or painful, our challenge is to trust that there is a meaning and opportunity
in it. It comes up to be healed and embraced. When we embrace our emotions, they
are automatically transformed. Therefore, curiosity is a great key to stand in our
power and genius.
In order to create space for higher vibrations, for example joy, we may need to
dive into the grief and cry it out. It creates an empty space which we can then fill with
happiness, gratitude, peace and other higher vibrating emotions.
When we embrace our genius, we take responsibility for our feelings, do
not project them on others, and can distinguish between what is our and
others' feelings.

Shadow
Shadows are the sides of us we don’t want to accept or see in ourselves. In
psychotherapy they are called “repressed unconscious” – we have pressed or pushed
them out of our awareness. However, we do see them in others. What you don’t like
in other people, is often a reflection of your shadows.
Richard Rudd, who wrote Gene Keys, explains that shadow emerges from an
ancient wiring in the human brain. Such wiring is based on individual survival and is
linked directly to fear. The unconscious presence of fear in our system continues to
enhance our belief that we are separate from the world around us. This deep-seated
belief propagates a ‘victim’ mentality, since the moment we believe we are separate,
we feel vulnerable and at the mercy of outside forces. We blame forces and people
that we believe are outside us, and we feel shame when we believe we alone are
responsible for our lives. Simply by shifting our attitude, we release the creative
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currents hidden within the shadow and your life takes on a higher purpose. Your
suffering becomes the source of your salvation, superpower and genius.
Basically it comes down to: do you want to own your shadow, or be owned by
it? You can own your shadow when you become aware of the repressed unconscious
drives, feelings, needs, potentials and become free to choose. When the shadow owns
you, you spend tons of energy trying to hide them, both from yourself or others and
thereby you cannot choose how to feel. The point is: the more we reject and hide, the
more people are drawn to it and will trigger you.
Awareness about our shadows can be transformed by insight.
It can be as simple as this:
1. Ask yourself: How do I feel emotionally? (Observe).
Feel the emotion fully. Simmer in it for a few minutes or until you feel inspired to
move on. Do not move on because it feels uncomfortable—stretch yourself and really
feel the emotion fully. Do not add: Because. Feel the emotion, without its story.
2. Next step: “What is beneath that emotion?” (Contemplate)

Keep peeling those emotions like an onion until you feel like “this is it, I want to stay
here forever.” How do you know? Most people describe this space as a light nothingness
feeling. A very spacious, loving, and bright space. There are no words to describe it; it
all feels beyond words, so any words used will feel inadequate and small compared to
the power and greatness of the feeling. But one thing is for sure—it does feel gooood.
Then you are home, reconnected with the I AM Presence.
3. Then let it go and see what happens. (Accept)

Your perspective of what triggered that primary emotion will most likely change.
When you look at your story from the I AM perspective, it loses its impact. You are no
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longer that story. You have accepted who you are, and the story is still there but not in
control of you.
The trick is to not make up a story why you feel like you do. Stick with the
feeling. Expand the feeling. Really feel it in your body and your heart. It might be how
you felt in a previous situation, or it might be how you feel right now. How do you feel
about your job situation, your family life, your body, your relationships, your visions,
and dreams? When you can start to truly feel the feelings, you can start to accept and
embrace those stories and reconnect with who you really are.

To contemplate:
When you get really triggered by someone:
● What is it that triggers you about that person/situation?
● Why?
● What is the story?
● What are the feelings?
● Then you bring it back to yourself. Asking the same questions.
32. Would you consider yourself more an introvert or extrovert or an extrovert introvert?
Why?
33. How do you know you are being triggered and what the shadow is behind it?
34. How do you know what you feel when you feel it?
35. Which are the most common feelings you experience? Under which
circumstances do they arrive?
36. Which of them do you have most resistance towards?
37. Which feelings are you longing to experience more?
38. How do you use Emotional Intelligence in your business?
39. How is that different from how you use it in your personal life?
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Heart Intelligence

Our genius can be reactivated with high heart intelligence by being in contact with
our soul, being grateful, kind and helpful. The heart's intelligence is about our
individual unique souls - our own values, visions, purpose and meaning in life, our
connections and relationships with others, our creativity and desire etc.
The easiest way to distinguish between Divine intelligence and the heart's intelligence
is to look at the action. Divine intelligence has the main focus on the higher
consciousness we all have, that we are all one, to accept what is and to live in the
present. The heart's intelligence has its main focus on our inspired actions, to make a
difference in the world, to serve others, to help, to have a win-win mentality and to
feel compassion and empathy for others.
The heart is the bond between our spirituality/divinity and our
humanity.
The heart's intelligence is what we use to develop our longing for and capacity
for meaning, vision and value. It is the basis of what we believe in, the role our
thoughts and values play in our actions and the form we give our lives. In other words,
it gives us meaning and consistency in life.
High vibration heart intelligence can be seen in people who are very
conscious, flexible, adaptable and have the strength to work against the current. These
people can deal with crises and painful experiences and turn problems and
disadvantages into opportunities and gifts of learning and development. They can see
the connection between separate things and seek answers to life and meaning. They
are inspired by visions and values, making them great leaders and an inspiration for
others. Lack of meaning - which people with low vibration heart intelligence tend to
have - can create a sense of emptiness, which creates stress and can develop both
physical and mental problems.
The heart's intelligence is about who we are and why we are here. Living
a heart-centered life requires courage, honesty, sincerity, and a willingness to be
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Lots of people reactivate their spirituality and heart power by meditating,
practicing yoga, being in nature, or performing creative things such as painting,
dancing, theater or singing, depending on interest. And the important thing is that we
prioritize taking the time to do things we love, not how or what we do.
When we embrace our Genius, we live a meaningful life and spread joy to
our surroundings.

To contemplate:
40. How does the best relationship you have experienced look like?
41. How does the worst relationship you have experienced look like?
42. How much of the time do you follow your hearts desires? (scale 0-10)
43. How often do you experience your emotional heart physically? (joy, love, pain)
44. What kind of relational issues keeps coming back? In love-relationships? Friends?
Business?
45. How would you describe how you take actions, from where, when do you take
them and when do you not take action?
46. How would you describe a heart-centered life? Is that something you long for or
do you live it already?
47. How do you use Heart Intelligence in your business?
48. How is that different from how you use it in your personal life?
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Divine Intelligence

Our Genius can be reactivated when we have high vibrational spiritual/divine
intelligence by meditating, being present, aligned and having contact with our higher
power/spirit.
What is spirituality then? Some say everything that is meaningful, the essence
of goodness, truth and beauty. The spirit is love itself - the unconditional, without
limitation and beyond description. The spirit is to take the essence of most religions
and faiths - love, peace and light - and to throw out the rest. We can say that the spirit
is equivalent to God, consciousness, unity, universe, holy spirit and so on.
People with high vibrational divine intelligence have an inner peace, trust in a greater
sense of everything, experience of oneness with everything and everyone and live by
the universal laws. Conscious breathing is in practice a way to get in touch with the
spirit.
When we embrace our genius, we live a life where we rely on a higher
power and meaning with everything.

To contemplate:
49. How do you experience your relationship and connection with your higher
self/God/universal power/source?
50. What kind of relationship with your divine are you dreaming about/longing for?
51. How often do you feel you are fully present in an average day? (scale 0-10)
52. How and when do you experience presence?
53. When do you feel connected with a higher source? What circumstances brings
you out of that connection?
54. How do you use Divine Intelligence in your business?
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Nature Intelligence

Our Genius can be reactivated with a high vibrational nature intelligence. Nature's
intelligence is about environmental aspects (i.e. sustainability, conscious development,
organic and fair products), using nature to feel good and being grounded.
What we can experience by reactivating our nature intelligence is a greater
sense of connection with our surroundings - both near and far. We become
synchronized with nature's pace and cycles when we are in connection and contact
with it. Our bodies can heal when we walk barefoot in the grass or on the beach.
When we respect animals and nature in the same way as humans, make life more
meaningful. Nature intelligence can help us feel more balanced, whole and reduce
feelings of separation, loneliness and alienation, creating a space for more joy,
freedom and inner peace.
As we embrace our genius, we think about the future of our children and
the earth.

To Contemplate:
56. What is your relationship with nature?
57. How important is it for you to spend time in nature? (scale 0-10)
58. How do natural occurrences, weather phenomena and climate changes affect
you?
59. How do you use Nature Intelligence in your business?
60. How is that different from how you use it in your personal life?
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Time Intelligence

Our genius can be reactivated with high vibrational time intelligence. Time
intelligence is our relationship to time, ancestry, our history, the past and our future.
New scientific research has shown that the trauma of our ancestors, at least seven
generations back, lies in our DNA and affects us today. Fortunately, we have the
power to change this and we can thus change not only our future but also that of our
children.
We usually live in a linear reality. Everything in our surroundings is divided
into time pockets. We have a 24 hour time frame that we live by daily. It is interesting
when we start playing with time intelligence as a multidimensional experience,
because then we can even bend and expand time. Time is not static, it is flexible
and subjective. For example, think about how slow time goes when we wait for
something, and how fast it goes when we have fun. We have been playing with this
phenomenon for many years and things that normally took maybe two hours were
done at half time. Play with the thought!
Our ‘sense’ of time is unlike our other senses - i.e. taste, touch, smell, sight and
hearing. With time, we don’t so much sense it as perceive it.
Our brains take information from our senses and organize it in a way that
makes sense to us, before we ever perceive it. So what we think is our sense of
time is actually just a whole bunch of information presented to us in a
particular way, as determined by our brains:
When our brains receive new information, it needs to be reorganized, put in
boxes and presented to us in a form we understand. When familiar information is
processed, this doesn’t take much time at all. New information, however, is a bit
slower and makes time feel longer. That means it takes more energy to process new
information. If new information is totally out of your brains existing “filing system
boxes” - meaning, it feels revolutionary for you – your whole system will have to
rewire itself to fit this new information. That also means you will need time to readjust
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How can we alter our time perception?
•

Learn new things – read, try new activities, courses, skills – whatever you
want to put your attention to that can bring you more joy in life. Do things
you always wanted and dreamt of. Don’t hold yourself back anymore!

•

Visit new places – travel, explore, go out in nature, in your city, go to new
places. It is so easy to go back to where we already been, because as discussed
before – that takes less energy to process that information. So instead of going
to the same restaurant, same path to work, travel to your favorite place – try
something new.

•

Get to know new people – it takes a lot of energy to interact with other
people. People are a bit more complex than “stuff” and therefore it takes more
effort to ‘process’ and read others.

•

Surprise yourself – do something different and spontaneous. It is so easy to
stay with our habits, so even the smallest adjustment from our regularity can
“overwhelm” our brain and reactivate it. Spark your life up for you!

Time intelligence is also about understanding our history. It is powerful to
understand how we as humans are influenced by our culture, religion, history and our
ancestors through the ages. And how subjective our story is. When we read in Danish
schoolbooks about what happened in the wars between Sweden and Denmark, the
story - which is called facts - is completely different from the one in the Swedish
history books. Who is right and who is wrong? If the truth is to be revealed, everyone
is right and wrong - for the truth is subjective. By being more Life Intelligent, we can
take back our power and be the ones to create the futures history.
When we embrace our genius, we are aware of the subjectivity of our time
perception and history. Living the impossible is about taking back our
power to create a new history and world where everyone wins.
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To contemplate:
61. What is your relationship with time?
62. People who have a lot of time are generally __________ . (fill in)
63. When you get much more time, what will you do that you do not do already?
64. When you get much more time, what do you think you will have to be careful
of not turning into?
65. What are the most common distractions you experience that ‘steal’ your time?
66. What are some ‘facts’ you have had to unlearn over time? Such as information
you learned as a child in school and now you ‘know better’?
67. How do you use Time Intelligence in your business?
68. How is that different from how you use it in your personal life?
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Space Intelligence

Our Genius can be reactivated with a high vibrational space intelligence. Space
Intelligence might sound a bit spaced out, but everything is created within a space.
We have physical space around us, emotional space within us, space in mind, body,
heart and soul. There is space out there in our galaxy, in the universe. Space is what
we mainly are! It is humbling to know that all things you have – your friends, your
office, your car, you yourself, and even everything in this incredible, vast Universe –
are almost entirely, 99.9999999 percent empty space. So why do we not learn about
the potentials that is embedded in space?
Everything is created from and in a dark void, a fertile darkness, a
gigantic field of potential energy that we perceive as black. That's how
planets come into being, all matter, our kids - everything! From the vast infinity of the
universe to the micro cosmos within us in our DNA.
Space intelligence is also about seeing the greater planetary, cosmic and
energetic effects on us. For example, many cannot sleep at full moon. Why are these
influences ignored and/or judged by our society as a spiritual humbug? When the
power of the moon affects ebb and flood - how can it be so impossible for it to affect
our small bodies?
But space intelligence is much more than just outer space and the energetic
space. It is also to understand our surrounding space, the buildings, the air and light in
the buildings, space between us, the electromagnetic field around us. It is also about
astrology, how we are affected by the planetary systems, how different dimensions and
realms affect our planet and humans, how universal laws affects us, how energy work.
When we develop our space intelligence things start to make sense since you can see a
greater picture and doesn’t have to take life so seriously and personal anymore. From
that space we can play more, live more and thrive more…
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Spaciousness is like a vitamin we need for good health. We know spaciousness
inside of ourselves when the struggling voices in our heads take a vacation and we are
filled with ease and joy. This spaciousness can arise, too, when we let go of the havetos, deadlines, and expectations of our daily life. A good question to ask is:
“How can we discover spaciousness right in the middle of our busy lives?”
When we embrace our genius, we realize that potentials lie in space and
are just waiting to be awakened.

To contemplate:
69. How often are you aware of the space around you and its energy? (scale 0-10)
70. How would you describe your relationship with space (as Universe)?
71. Maybe like us, you feel like an alien, and maybe know if you are a starseed,
but where is your ‘home’?
72. How do you experience your personal space, your aura, your magnetic field?
(and of course that answer can be “I don’t” on these types of questions) ;)
73. How do you use Space Intelligence in your business?
74. How is that different from how you use it in your personal life?
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Artificial & Technical Intelligence

Our Genius can be reactivated through awareness of how the innovative artificial and
technical intelligence can support us. Artificial and technical intelligence gives us the
technical tools, such as bicycles for training, computers to gain new knowledge, keep
in touch with friends and so on. All technology is created with a purpose. For
example, search engines were created to sort massive amounts of data online. It
means that we can educate ourselves in everything, when we want and how we want.
Technology can create freedom. That doesn’t mean it does at all times.
Humans cannot compete with artificial intelligence and we have to find ways
to work with it, to use our creativity and humanity to make us different from the
machines, instead of trying to be like them. The more whole people we are, the more
genius potential we can reactivate. It is when we realize that we are creative
innovators, using AI and ATI as a tool for planetary development, that we take our
power back.
High vibrating Artificial & Technical Intelligence is therefore about how we
can best use AI, machines and technology to create a better world, not how they are
used for our personal gain. But also to create awareness of what technology exists and
is used today that does not serve a higher purpose for the good of everyone. NASA
has a technology used to clean and purify the air at international space stations, which
are now patented to make light bulbs. The result is that we can now have light bulbs
that clean the air in our homes. This is the power of high frequency ATI! We can turn
around what we have done wrong to this planet.
When we embrace our genius, we use our human creativity and big
hearts for innovative artificial and technological inventions to recreate a
better world.
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To contemplate:
75. How do you experience a shift in what choices you make in buying new
gadgets/technology/artificial things? Why is that?
76. How would you choose differently with the purchases you make, if you had no
limitations (financially, time wise etc.)?
77. In a perfect world, with no limitations, what would be the innovative
projects/products you would create or support?
78. How do you use Artificial & Technical Intelligence in your business?
79. How is that different from how you use it in your personal life?
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Financial Intelligence

Our Genius can be reactivated through awareness of how the Financial Intelligence
can support us with its abundant flow of reciprocity. We use our financial system to
demonstrate the value of something. We create its value. The system we use today was
in the beginning based on attributing a high value to gold. Gold in itself is of little use
to humanity compared to other metals and natural resources, but somehow we have
chosen to put a high value into it (we have our own theories of why that is, but that
will be another book ;) ). Today, money is not backed by gold, but is produced by
adding made up numbers in the banks computer systems.
When we experience high vibrating Financial Intelligence we can use the
system as an empowering tool for the higher good and create more freedom and
harmony in the world. We understand the power of creating conscious profit and
purchases instead of being victims under the system. The most common reason for
people to pursue wealth is to gain freedom. Financial freedom is often seen as the key
to happiness. Happiness is not a permanent state and it comes from within and has no
relation to money itself. Financial freedom supports a comfortable lifestyle, and makes
it easier to have more influence and impact in the world - negative or positive.
Many see abundance as financial abundance. But, we all have abundance. We
might not have abundance of what we want. We might have abundance of stress, bills,
or disease. It is still abundance. Abundance is in other words not only about money.
Abundance is just the energetic flip of the coin from lack. You might want lack of
stress, bills and disease, and abundance of the polarity of the same. It is all in your
perspective of the things you look at… To experience abundance we sometimes have
to flip the coin.
No matter if you have all the money and abundance you need/like in your life,
it is still important to become conscious of your relationship with wealth and money. Do
you make conscious choices and serve a bigger purpose with the money you make?
How can you increase your profit to serve the future of the planet even more? You
might have millions of dollars on your account, but is there still a feeling of not being
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satisfied and meaninglessness in your life?
Although, money is one area where many still are struggling. Many still feel
unworthy of and are challenged with receiving money; they also might believe that
money is “bad” because the powerful and controlling elite from the old patriarchal
system has misused money. Many lightworkers/healers/spiritual teachers are natural
givers and supporters and might struggle with creating balance between giving and
receiving in their lives. They are not aligned with the flow of reciprocity where money
can flow freely in and out of their lives without attachment. Many still unconsciously
push money away. Most people tend to divide spirituality and materialistic things.
They feel they cannot have both, but have to choose one over the other. As though
you have to choose between being spiritual or materialistic instead of having it all!
Can you allow yourself to start to dream big?
If you can dream it, you can reach it!
Money will follow the path of least resistance. If you reject it, it will go somewhere
it is wanted…simple as that. How about we start to upshift our perception enough to
see money as a loving energy or a symbol for reciprocity in the world?
It is how we use money that will show us how spiritual and abundant
we really are.
That is what we call Conscious Profit, where you also reinvest part of your
profit into conscious projects and business’ to create the difference you want to se in
the world. A Conscious Portfolio of goodness…
When we embrace our Genius we use the financial system to create a
flow of Conscious Profit to facilitate the upshifts we want to see in the
world.
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To contemplate:
80. If money weren’t an issue, how would I live? What would I do if everything
were possible? How would I be of service?
81. How worthy do you feel of receiving lots of money for your services?
82. What is your limit? Feel into how much you charge today for your services or
receive in a salary for the work you provide. Now, try to double the amount.
How do you feel? Where in the body do you feel it? What does money tell
you? What do you tell money? (What is your money story?) Keep on doubling
the figure until you have reached your financial ceiling where you stop feeling
worthy of the amount. That is the limit we are going to transform!
83. How has your relationship with the energy of abundance been over the years?
84. How do you live abundantly or in a way that feels expansive to you?
85. What are you ready to create more of in order to experience more abundance, in
any area of your life?
86. Where in life are you rejecting yourself?
87. What are you willing to put aside so that you can create more space for your
desired reality?
88. How do your decisions and actions define you? That either provides, or keep you
from receiving and providing, you with money? In other words, how do you
identify yourself? As abundant, giving, spiritual, not worthy, not good enough,
money doesn’t matter, it is natural and just comes, comes from hard work etc.?
89. What are your family’s stories about money? What are the programs you were
brought up with? How did your mother treat money? Your father? Your
culture?
90. How do you feel inspired to take money to the next level energetically? (make
more conscious choices when you spend money, think about consequences of
my purchases, how to pay it forward etc.)
91. How do you use Financial Intelligence in your business?
92. How is that different from how you use it in your personal life?
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BIZ
Work is the area in our life that takes up the most hours in a day for most beings. And
for most, it is not the area where they feel most joy, inspiration, freedom and purpose.
Therefore it is crucial if we want to live our dream life that how we make our living is
where we thrive and we cannot keep ourselves from doing it. Where we wake up
feeling excited about the day, even on a Monday. Where our personal life doesn’t feel
separate from our professional life. If not, there are upshifts to do.
After contemplating on your life and business from a Life Intelligent
perspective in the previous chapters, let us dive a bit deeper into your work life. No
matter if you have your own business or are employed, you can still benefit from more
clarity of the imbalances in your professional life and the one you dream of.

To contemplate:
93. Are your business actions in alignment with who you are?
94. What were the reasons for you to start the business you are currently in? What
was your goal?
95. What is your business goal, today? What will it take for you to reach it? How
will it feel? What will you want to do when you have reached this goal? With
the business? With your life?
96. What are the things you love about your business?
97. What are the main challenges?
98. What are the worst things with your business?
99. Where do you feel your business and who you are don’t fit?
100.

How often are you presented with ideas or possibilities that could be a great

chance to manifest the impossible lifestyle you want? How often do you say yes
to them? How often do you say no? What are your “reasons” for turning them
down? What are your fears?
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101.

What are your reasons for why you can’t have all your desires fulfilled?
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102.

If anything was possible, what would you do for a living?

103.

If you didn’t have to make a living, what would you do with your days?

104.

What are some actions you can take right now that will move you

toward your big dream manifestation in your business and work life?
105.

If we were meeting a year from today, what needs to have happened

during that year for you to feel content about your progress?
106.

What would be the biggest challenges you’ll face and had to deal with in

order to achieve that progress?
107.

What are the biggest opportunities you have that you want to focus on in

order to achieve those things?
108.

What transformation do you believe you need to undergo in order to

achieve those things?
109.

How do you use Life Intelligence in your business?

110.

How is that different from how you use it in your personal life?
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Going deeper yet…
What is life about?
This is a question we have asked ourselves for as long as we can remember. We know
we are not alone in asking this question. While doing Google research a few years ago,
we found that 151 million people around the globe do the same search every month!
Looking at life from a life intelligent perspective it might have created more
clarity for you of who you are, what you want and do not want. So the following
questions are hopefully easier to answer now, than if you tried to answer them in the
beginning of the journey working with this workbook. So let us dive into some deep
and fundamental question most people have asked themselves at one level or another,
around the meaning of your life…
Ok, we admit, some of these questions have been asked before, and some in a
slightly different version. But, we challenge you to go with your intuition and answer
with the first things that comes to mind here, even if it is repeating itself, as you most
likely have given more thought to the questions earlier on… Either it will confirm
what you previously wrote, or new aspects will emerge. Either way, it will benefit your
journey! ;) Ok, GO!

To Contemplate:
111.

If every dream came true, if all your desires were fulfilled, what would your

life look life?
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112.

How can you commit to start living more life intelligent?

113.

What are the changes you are longing for in your life?

114.

Who are you?

115.

What do you want?

116.

What do you not want?

117.

Why are you here?
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118.

What are you here to do – your mission?

119.

What do you stand for? What are your values?

120.

What is your truth?

121.

Do other people define you and how?

122. How do you keep yourself when you are with another person or within a
group? (Staying with yourself, feeling safe, relaxed, grounded etc.)
123. What are you afraid will happen if you redefine yourself and step into your
genius?
124. What do you need to let go of on all levels? (mental, emotional, physical etc).
125. What is your deepest purpose?
126. What keeps you healthy and vital?
127. What fulfills you?
128. What are you here to learn?
129. What were the dreams for your life you had as a child?
130. What are the dreams you have had for your life, as an adult?
131. What are your dreams now?
132. How does your life look like today?
133. Where do you feel free, empowered and great in your life today?
134. What is it that keep you from living your dream? What are the hindrances
(practical, emotional, etc.)
135. Describe the vision and wishes you carry for the future of humanity as detailed
as possible.
136. What are you here, in this life, to contribute with, towards this vision?
137. What are you passionate about?
138. In which of life’s situations do you feel the most whole, content and joyful?
139. How does your impossible life look like in 5 years from now?
140. How does your impossible life look like in 10 years from now?
141. What do you need to make it a reality?
142. Where are your biggest challenges?
Was there a difference in your answers on these last questions? Did you manage to
surpass your mind and go deeper into your subconscious? We really hope this
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workbook has managed to create some clarity of not only what you want in life, but
also where the disharmony and imbalances are. You are worthy and it is your
birthright to live the impossible. You are a Life Artist – painting your life on a canvas.
Do you see the beauty and passion in it?
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Next step
Fill out your answers in the reply sheet you can download, or write them into a
document or notebook.
If you are interested in exploring if we can be a good match to co-create your
impossible life you can book a free discovery call on our website.
https://www.silverhoj.com/
After booking a convenient time please e-mail your workbook answers to:
genius@silverhoj.com
On your discovery call we will give you our analysis and best tips and a reactivation
code for you to get a step closer to living your impossible life…
We look forward being at service on your journey!

Love and Amazingness,
Susana & Oliver
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About the Biz Wiz´s

Susana
Susana is an Energy Seer & Intuitive Starseed, a passionate TransformationalVisionary, Author, Speaker, Energy Master and Mentor dedicated to raise the level of
consciousness & love on our planet. She is also a huge nerd, who loves to dive deep
into scientific research, quantum fields, galactic realities and meaning of life.
She creates Global Tailored bootcamps, workshops, retreats, and events, mentoring,
guiding, teaching and reactivating unique genius codes for Energy Mastery, Life
Artistry, Life Intelligence Education, and Divine Feminine Leadership.
As a seer she sees the true potential in people – their genius and can help reactivating
that potential – both personally and business wise…
She is the author of Flow Food, Goodness, Grace and Great Thoughts on Fire, and From money
with Love. She is also co-author of No Mistakes, Time to Rise, Famna Feminint Ledarskap and
the forthcoming book Holy F*ck & Water.
With two master degrees - one in psychology and one in education with professional
orientation (leadership) from Sweden - she has a solid academic background. Her
career includes being an associate professor at Nutrition and Health in Denmark, a
hotel manager in Costa Rica, actress in New York, heart IQ coach, high-performance
and Art of Feminine Presence teacher, and superhero,
Susana has the skill of tuning into the needs of her clients to deliver high-end
experiences and impactful life changing journeys.
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Oliver
Graduating in Engineering in 1992 was a wake up call where Oliver realized he could
not pursue a regular career and be satisfied. He asked himself what his childhood
dreams were and began to explore and pursue them all.
Since 1993 business building has been the main focus of his work-life. ‘No Fear’ is a
coining term that has often been said about him.
He has lived on three continents, facilitated organizational changes into “flat
organizations” with shared leadership responsibilities, has run a hotel business in a
country he hardly knew plus initiated and co-founded a worldwide training in
Compassionate Leadership.
Oliver has the ability to listen extremely deep and create a space for you to alchemize
into your pure genius.
As a pattern seer, he brings the focus from the occurrences and stories to the
underlying patterns.
As a trained engineer with a high IQ he focuses on extraordinary solutions. With the
ability to see things in a holographic 360*360 perspective he brings into consideration
the viewpoint of all stakeholders.
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